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Abstract
The companion matrix over a ring with unit is similar to its transpose. © 1999 Elsevier
Science Inc. All rights reserved.
Let R be a ring with 1. Let a1 : : : ; an be elements of R. The companion matrix
C D C.a1; : : : ; an/ is the n n matrix
C D
2666664
0 1 0    0





0 0 0    1
−an −an−1 −an−2    −a1
3777775 (1)
If R = Z and f .t/ D tn C a1tn−1 C    C an is irreducible in QTtU and # is a root
of f .t/ D 0 then, according to Latimer and MacDuffee [4], there is a one-to-one
correspondence between ideal classes in the ring of integers of the field Q.#/ and
Z-similarity classes of n nmatrices A of integers which satisfy f .A/ D 0. Taussky
[5] showed that the transpose matrix AT corresponds to the inverse ideal class and
that the companion matrix C corresponds to the principal ideal class. Estes and Gur-
alnick [1] proved a version of Latimer–MacDuffee which holds for any commutative
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ring R with 1 and any monic polynomial f .t/; the transpose of a matrix corresponds
to the dual module, and the companion matrix corresponds to the free module over
RTtU=f .t/ which is self-dual. In particular, if R is any commutative ring then C is
similar to its transpose. Taussky and Zassenhaus [6] showed that if R is a field and P
is any matrix with PCP−1 D CT then P is symmetric.
The aim in this note is to prove that C is similar to CT for any ring R with
1, and that there exists an invertible symmetric matrix P with PCP−1 D CT. The
argument is close to one used by Kaplansky [3, Section 2.6] if R is commutative. If
.−1/kak is the kth elementary symmetric function of non-commuting indeterminates
x1; : : : ; xn [2, Section 7.3] and P is the matrix we construct, then the matrix CP−1 is
symmetric and has entries which are complete homogeneous symmetric functions of
x1; : : : ; xn.
Lemma 1. Let a0; a1; : : : ; an−1 and b0; b1; : : : ; bn−1 be elements of R which sat-
isfy a0 D 1 D b0 and PiCjDk aibj D 0 for 1 6 k 6 n− 1. If k < 0 define ak D
0 and bk D 0. Let P D P.a1; : : : ; an−1/ be the n n matrix with .i; j/ entry
a.nC1/−.iCj/. Let Q D Q.a1; : : : ; an−1/ be the n n matrix with .i; j/ entry
biCj−.nC1/. Then P is invertible with inverse Q and
P
iCjDk bjai D 0 for 1 6 k 6
n− 1.
Proof. The hypothesis implies PQ D I . Define a sequence b00; b01; : : : ; b0n−1 re-
cursively by b00 D 1 and
P
iCjDk b0jai D 0 for 1 6 k 6 n− 1. Let Q0 be the n n
matrix with .i; j/ entry b0iCj−.nC1/ where we agree that b
0
k D 0 for k < 0. Then
Q0P D I . Thus P has a right inverse Q and a left inverseQ0 soQ D Q0 and b0k D bk
for 1 6 k 6 n− 1. 
Theorem 2. Let R be a ring with 1, let a1; : : : ; an be elements of R and let C D
C.a1; : : : ; an/ be the companion matrix. There exists an invertible symmetric matrix
P with coefficients in R such that PCP−1 D CT.
Proof. Let P D P.a1; a2; : : : ; an−1/ be as in Lemma 2. Define an .n− 1/ .n−
1/ matrix P 0 by P 0 D P.a1; a2; : : : ; an−2/: Since Cij D iC1;j for 1 6 i 6 n− 1







The assertion follows since P is invertible. 
Corollary 3. The companion matrix is invertible if and only if an is invertible in R.
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Proof. If C is invertible then an is invertible by (2). If an is invertible then
C−1 D
2666666664
−a−1n an−1 −a−1n an−2    −a−1n a1 −a−1n
1 0    0 0





0 0    1 0
3777777775
: 
Let P be as in Lemma 1. Suppose R is commutative. Since P is symmetric so is
P−1. Thus CP−1 D P−1CT D .P−1/TCT D .CP−1/T so CP−1 is symmetric. The
following proposition shows that CP−1 is symmetric for all R.
Proposition 4. If R a ring with 1 and P is as in Lemma 1 then CP−1 is symmetric.
Proof. Let b1; : : : ; bn−1 be as in Lemma 1. Define bn by
P
iCjDn aibj D 0. ThusP
iCjDk aibj D 0 for 1 6 k 6 n. Let H be the n nmatrix with .i; j/ entry biCj−n.
Then (after some calculation)HP D C and PH D CT. Since H is symmetric, so is
CP−1. 
For example if n D 3 then
H D
24 0 1 b11 b1 b2
b1 b2 b3
35 ; P D
24a2 a1 1a1 1 0
1 0 0
35 ;
where b1 D −a1; b2 D −a21 C a2, and b3 D −a31 C a1a2 C a2a1 − a3.
Remark. Since HP D C and PH D CT, Proposition 4 gives PCP−1 D CT, a
second proof of the similarity of C and CT. Suppose now that x1; : : : ; xn are non-
commuting indeterminates. Define the elementary symmetric functions Kk D
Kk.x1; : : : ; xn/ for 1 6 k 6 n by Kk DPi1>i2>>ik xi1xi2    xik . Define the com-
plete homogeneous symmetric functions Sk D Sk.x1; : : : ; xn/ for k > 1 by Sk DP
i16i266ik xi1xi2    xik as in [2, Section 7.3]. Let K0 D 1 D S0. Let t be an inde-
terminate which commutes with the xi . As in [2, Section 7.3], let .t/ D
.1C txn/.1C txn−1/    .1C tx1/ DPk>0 Kktk and let .t/ D .1− tx1/−1
.1− tx2/−1    .1− txn/−1 DPk>0 Sktk . Then .t/.−t/ D 1 D .−t/ .t/. If we
choose ak D .−1/kKk then bk D Sk . Thus the formula HP D C may be viewed as
an identity in symmetric functions.
Remark. In May 1997 the Mathematics Department at the University of Wisconsin
celebrated the centennial of its first Ph.D., awarded to H.F. Stecker. In preparing a
talk titled “Algebra in Wisconsin from 1880 to 1960 ” the author was led to examine
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the papers of MacDuffee, who taught at Wisconsin for many years. This note is
a product of that survey. The author thanks the referee for helpful comments and
several references.
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Appendix
Robert M. Guralnick
Dedicated to Hans Schneider on his 70th birthday
In this appendix, we give another proof of the similarity of a companion matrix
and its transpose using a module theoretic approach to matrices. This approach is
well known for commutative rings, but it seems to be much less known in general.
Hopefully, this note will indicate the utility of this approach.
Let R be any ring with 1. LetRTxU denote the polynomial ring over R in one central
variable x. Let V D Rn denote the space of column vectors of size n over R. So we
view V as a free rank n right R-module (so scalars act on the right). If A 2 Mn.R/,
we put a right RTxU-module structure on V by defining vx D Av for all v 2 V . Since
left multiplication by A commutes with right multiplication by scalars, this definition
extends uniquely to all f 2 RTxU to make V a rightRTxU-module. Denote this module
by V .A/ D Rn.A/.
If A and B are two n n matrices over R, then any RTxU-homomorphism from
V .A/ to V .B/ is first of all an R-module homomorphism and so is given by left
multiplication by some U 2 Mn.R/. Such a map is an RTxU-module map if and only
if UA D BU . If the map is an isomorphism, then U must be invertible. Thus:
Theorem A.1. V .A/ D V .B/ as R[x]-modules if and only if A and B are similar.
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We note that it was not necessary for V to be a free R-module. We can take V to
be any R-module and A and B two R-endomoprhisms of V. The conclusion is that
V .A/ D V .B/ if and only if A and B are conjugate via an element of AutR.V /.
We need the following result obtained by Buccino in the commutative case in his
thesis (University of Chicago, 1967 – see also [3]).
Theorem A.2. Let A;B 2 Mn.R/. Then A and B are similar over R if and only if
xI−A and xI−B are equivalent over RTxU. Moreover, if V TxU D RnTxU denotes the
space of column vectors of size n over RTxU (viewed as a right RTxU-module), then
V .A/ D V TxU=.xI − A/V TxU.
Proof. If A and B are similar over R, the same is certainly true over RTxU and so
they are equivalent over RTxU.
We view V TxU as a free right RTxU-module of rank n. So V is an R-submodule of
V TxU. Let ui; 1 6 i 6 n, be the standard basis for V over R. This is also anRTxU-basis
for V TxU.
Let I .A/ denote the RTxU-submodule of V TxU generated by .xI − A/ui D uix −
Aui; 1 6 i 6 n. So I .A/ D .xI − A/V TxU.
Consider the RTxU-module map  from V TxU to V .A/ sending ui to ui . Clearly,
I .A/ is contained in the kernel of this map.
We first assert that V TxU D I .A/ V (as R-modules). Since  is the identity on
V, the kernel of  intersects V trivially, whence V \ I .A/ D 0.
Consider vxj for v 2 V . Then .vxj / D Ajv. Note that vxj − Ajv D .xI −
A/p.A/v for some polynomial p with integral coefficients. Thus, vxj 2 I .A/C V ,
whence the claim.
In particular, this implies that I .A/ is the kernel of  and since  is surjective,
V .A/ D V TxU=I .A/ as required.
Finally, suppose that xI − A and xI − B are equivalent overRTxU. SoC.x/.xI −
A/ D .xI − B/D.x/ for C.x/ and D.x/ invertible. This implies that C.x/I .A/ D
I .B/ and so C.x/ induces an RTxU-isomorphism of V .A/ and V .B/ whence A and
B are similar by the first theorem. 
We now prove:
Theorem A.3. Let C D C.a1; : : : ; an/ be the companion matrix of f .t/ D tn C
a1tn−1 C    C an as defined in (1).
(i) xI − C and xI − CT are both equivalent over RTxU to diag .1; : : : ; 1; f .x//;
(ii) V .C/ D V .CT/ D RTxU=f .x/RTxU as right RTxU-modules; and
(iii) C and CT are similar over R.
Proof. First consider xI − C. By elementary row operations, we see that xI − C is
equivalent to:
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x −1 0    0
x2 0 −1    0
:::
:::
:::    :::
xn−1 0 0    −1
an an−1 an−2    x C a1
1CCCCCA :
We now apply the obvious elementary row and column operations to eliminate
all terms but the last in the first column and then all but the first in the last row. We
obtain a monomial matrix with nonzero entries all −1 except for one term of f .x/.
We then permute the rows and columns and multiply by −1 where necessary to see
that xI − C is equivalent over RTxU to diag.1; : : : ; 1; f .x// as required. It follows
by the previous result that V .C/ D RTxU=f .x/RTxU.
Similarly, one could prove that (i) holds for CT, but we give a module proof that
(ii) holds. As before, let ui; 1 6 i 6 n, be the standard basis for F. We see that u1 is
a generator for V .CT/ as an RTxU-module. It is straightforward to see that u1f .x/ D
0 in V .CT/. Since u1; u1x; : : : ; u1xn−1 are R-linearly independent, it follows that
V .CT/ D RTxU=f .x/RTxU as right RTxU-modules.
Thus, V .C/ D V .CT/ and so C and CT are similar. This implies (iii) and so also
(i) for CT. 
We close with a result that shows the matrix inducing the similarity between C and
its transpose must be symmetric. We however consider the equation SCTS−1 D C as
opposed to SCS−1 D CT, the equation that Solomon considers. Since it is not true
that the inverse of a symmetric matrix over a noncommutative ring is symmetric, we
do not obtain Solomon’s result about the existence of a matrix S with S−1 symmetric.
We also do not know whether every solution must be symmetric (i.e., S−1 is sym-
metric in every case). Of course, in the commutative case, the inverse of a symmetric
matrix is symmetric.
This next result was observed by Taussky and Zassenhaus [6] for fields. The
existence of a symmetric similarity for commutative rings also implies that all such
similarities are symmetric.
Theorem A.4. Let R be a ring with 1. Let C 2 Mn.R/ be the companion matrix of
the monic polynomial f .t/ D tn C a1tn−1 C    C an.
(i) If SCT D CS; then S is symmetric.
(ii) There exists an invertible symmetric matrix over R such that SCT D CS.
Moreover, any such similarity must be symmetric.
Proof. We first prove (i). Let S be any solution to (i). Let sij denote the .i; j/th entry
of S. Writing out the n2 equations and ignoring the last row and column, we obtain
the system of equations:
si;jC1 D siC1;j ; 1 6 i; j < n:
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This implies that sij D sk‘ as long as i C j D k C ‘. In particular, S is symmetric
(and indeed it is constant along anti-diagonals). So (i) holds. By the previous result,
there exists an invertible matrix S which is a solution to (i) and so it (and any such)
must be symmetric. This completes the proof. 
We now give a different proof avoiding any computation in the commutative case.
So assume for the rest of the proof that R is commutative. Note that the only matrices
commuting with C are matrices of the form p.C/ where p.t/ 2 RTtU. Thus, if C and
CT are similar with say PCP−1 D CT, then every solution to SC − CTS D 0 is of
the form S D Pp.C/ for some p.t/. Thus, S is symmetric if and only if P is. So the
existence of a single symmetric similarity implies that all solutions are symmetric.
Now we can apply the result in [3] for example, but we given an alternate proof
which avoids any computation. Work over the ring R0 D ZTa01; : : : ; a0nU where the
a0i are commuting indeterminates. Let D denote this generic companion matrix (i.e.
the companion matrix of g.t/ D tn C a01tn−1 C    C a0n). Then R0 is contained in
an algebraically closed field and D is diagonalizable over this field (because g has
distinct roots). Clearly, any diagonal matrix (over F) is similar to its transpose by a
symmetric similarity and the same is true for any matrix similar to a diagonal matrix.
By the previous paragraph, every similarity between D and its transpose is therefore
symmetric. Since D andDT are similar over R, there is a symmetric similarity.
Consider the homomorphism from R0 into R with a0i mapping to ai . The symmet-
ric matrix over R0 inducing the similarity between D and its transpose, then maps to
a symmetric matrix over R which induces a similarity between C and its transpose.
